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    Reactor 6 pound Smash BallReactor 6 pound Smash Ball  $49.99$49.99 
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 Description  Description 

Built for slam workouts, this Reactor by Champion Barbell® Smash Ball provides a great toolBuilt for slam workouts, this Reactor by Champion Barbell® Smash Ball provides a great tool
for developing strength, explosiveness and endurance in athletes. Users will better engagefor developing strength, explosiveness and endurance in athletes. Users will better engage
core and stabilizer muscles thanks to the sand-filled center that shifts during workoutcore and stabilizer muscles thanks to the sand-filled center that shifts during workout
movements to enhance overall strength. Whether being used at a fitness center or schoolmovements to enhance overall strength. Whether being used at a fitness center or school
weight room, this weighted ball can withstand high-velocity impacts without splitting or burstingweight room, this weighted ball can withstand high-velocity impacts without splitting or bursting
open when thrown repeatedly against the floor or wall.open when thrown repeatedly against the floor or wall.

Smash ball is great for incorporating into most workout routines for added resistanceSmash ball is great for incorporating into most workout routines for added resistance

Latex-free PVC cover stands up to intense slam workouts without splitting or crackingLatex-free PVC cover stands up to intense slam workouts without splitting or cracking

Textured surface delivers a sure grip for control during demanding exercisesTextured surface delivers a sure grip for control during demanding exercises

Sand-filled center shifts the balls weight to engage users core and stabilizer musclesSand-filled center shifts the balls weight to engage users core and stabilizer muscles

Available in a variety of weights and diameters to suit a wide range of athletic levelsAvailable in a variety of weights and diameters to suit a wide range of athletic levels
and needsand needs
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Specifications:Specifications:

  Activity: Weight Training  Activity: Weight Training

Brand: Reactor by Champion Barbell®  Brand: Reactor by Champion Barbell®  

Color: BlueColor: Blue

Color Family: BlueColor Family: Blue

Quantity: 1Quantity: 1

Textured Surface: YesTextured Surface: Yes

Will not bounceWill not bounce

Brand:Champion BarbellBrand:Champion Barbell
Special Warranty:1 YearSpecial Warranty:1 Year
Unit:EAUnit:EA
Shipment Type:Small PackShipment Type:Small Pack
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